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Abstract: The CHF (chronic heart failure) represents one of major cause of mortality and morbidity in developed countries. It is expected that incidence of heart failure associated with aging, will rise exponentially, due to its higher prevalence among population over 75 years. The SLH (senior living house) is missing an adequate secondary healthcare assistance in order to provide a qualitative secondary prevention to the resident. We have conducted a pilot project of telecardiology in one senior living house in 2013, with duration of 6 months; we decided to expend the project as an observational trial with primary objective to evaluate impact of telemedicine on secondary prevention of clinical cardiovascular outcomes/hospitalization in senior living house setting and secondary objectives to evaluate quality of life using Minnesota living with Heart Failure questionnaire and to evaluate cost savings and additional benefits earned by telemedicine. For the study, 85% powered at the 5% level of significance; to detect differences, we need 310 patients, including 10% drop out. As results, during the pilot project, 23 patients with median age of 86 years were monitored; we are currently enrolling new senior living house and patients with CHF that resides in senior living house.
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1. Introduction

The CHF (chronic heart failure) is one of principle causes of re-hospitalization, in population over 75 years of age. With future aging process, the prevalence of cardiovascular disease will rise exponentially. The ratio of healthcare spending for elderly population is already 4 fold higher versus healthcare spending for population under 65 years old. In near future, the elderly will represent one fourth (1/4) of total population. Considering the aging process and associated increase of chronic disease prevalence in next future, healthcare systems will face financial and professional constraints in provision of qualitative and equally accessible healthcare services.

The chronic heart failure represents one of major causes of mortality and morbidity in industrialized countries. The incidence of heart failure is estimated from 1 to 5 cases per 1,000 population with exponential increase in the population over 65 old, because of what heart failure is considered a disease of aging. High incidence of re-hospitalization due to frequent CHF exacerbation makes this group of patients among the highest consumer of healthcare and social services.

Secondary prevention is an important gatekeeper of hospitalization and over consumption of tertiary care service. Secondary prevention can detect early signs of organ worsening and prevent further deterioration, by intervening with adequate treatment. In order to detect early symptoms, it is necessary to monitor frequently patient’s vital signs.

Telemedicine showed positive results in regards of secondary prevention. We posed the question whether the telecardiology assistance in long term trial of 24 months, on large sample can show decrease in re-hospitalization and improvement of quality of life. The article aims at presenting a work in progress project, the methodology used in development of the project, the problems that have been encountered and further perspectives. The quality of data transmitted still represent a limitation for telemedicine wider use. We present the Chronic Heart Failure as a future public healthcare problem by introducing telecardiology assistance in SLH (senior living house) and our project pilot. Finally, we present a protocol...
developed on the basis of project pilot results. Major results are not available yet.

2. Chronic Heart Failure—Future Public Healthcare Impact

The heart failure represents a terminal syndrome of heart function deterioration, often affected by number of pathology associated with process of aging. The heart insufficiency has an important effect on long life perspective and quality of life characteristics as capacity to perform everyday activity.

Quality of life and social activity are in relation with patient’s mobility. With aging, the level of disability is increasing; according to Global Burden of Disease Study, cardiovascular diseases will generate 18(10^3) DALY (disability adjusted life years) by 2020 [1]. The prevalence of CHF increases with age: 2% for persons from 40 to 59 years, more than 5% for patients between 60 and 69 years, and 10% for persons more than 70 years old [2]. A heart failure is considered a cause of 20% of all re-hospitalization generated by patient’s over 65 year old.

The cost of heart failure care is estimated as percent of total healthcare spending equal to 13%, with the highest cost spent for hospital care, which represents 77% of total healthcare spending for heart failure [3]. The major causes of re-hospitalization are non adherence to treatment and non adherence to physician advices [4].

These issues are minor causes of re-hospitalization when patients reside in senior living house, where they are assisted by a nurse. Still senior living house requires cardiology secondary care consultation and additional monitoring of cardiovascular patients. These additional support provided by telemedicine at distance would prevent worsening of patient health status and frequent re-hospitalization, by early symptoms detection and optimization of therapy.

3. Senior Living House—Italy

A SLH are residential structure for elderly who is partially or completely non auto-sufficient. The primary function of a SLH is to guarantee physical health and psychological well being. A SLH provides a medical geriatric, nurse and rehabilitation assistance; however, there is a lack of secondary care prevention assistance. Therefore, we want to address an added value of telemedicine in SLH setting, characterized with elderly population mostly affected by cardiovascular diseases, who are in a need for monitoring and secondary cardiology prevention assistance. The percentage of elderly population who resides in SLHs varies by country. The secondary care and tertiary care services provided to the residents of a SLH are reimbursed by national healthcare insurance.

The presence of healthcare professionals, as nurses, in SLHs was important for our project as it facilitated communication between Cardiology Department and SLH. A SLH, usually, has a medical doctor, a nurse, and caregivers; the specialized assistance as cardiology consultation may be an additional benefit in order to improve the quality of care provided.

4. Social Inclusion—Role of Telemedicine and Previous Clinical Trials of Telemedicine in CHF patient

A distance clinical monitoring system combining telecommunication technology and medical device for transmission of vital signs measurement can decrease readmission rate and improve social well being [5, 6].

Telemedicine can offer monitoring of ECG and blood pressure at distance, early detection of symptoms and signs, and secondary prevention through optimization of therapy. Optimization of therapy is represented by real-time titration and adequate dosing of medication through tight follow-up of the patient symptoms. In previous years, research has shown that tight home care monitoring improves functional status of the elderly [7]; the trial conducted by Kornowski [8], who evaluated a weekly home visit by internist specialist, has shown a significant decrease of readmission to the hospital, improved
functional status of the patient, with consequent decrease of healthcare expenditure.

5. Clinical Trail Proposal

The project pilot has been conducted in 2013, with duration of 6 months. During 6 months period, 23 patients affected by cardiovascular disease have been enrolled, after the verbal inform consent has been given by their family member. The project pilot has shown limitations in regard of telemonitoring frequency and readability of ECG.

ECG readability is very important for accurate recognition of ECG changes from its baseline. We have faced a problem of interferences around the patient (cell phone, TV, vibration from bed sore mattress) which intervened with morphology of ECG line. The readability of ECG has been improved after pilot project; we added additional filters that improved readability and accuracy of ECG.

During the pilot project, the average age of patient enrolled was 86; considering Italian longevity, this population is considered very old. During the pilot project, we had seven hospitalizations for non cardiac diagnosis, with length of stay of 76 days cumulative. The number of re-hospitalization for CHF was 2, with the stay length of 2 days and with mortality rate during re-hospitalization of 100%.

The pilot project had the objective to evaluate feasibility of telecardiology, to understand the problems of technology and to evaluate professionals’ and patients’ responsiveness to the telecardiology. The patients enrolled in pilot project were affected by any type of cardiopathy, those affected by CHF represented 50% of patients included in pilot project.

The adherence to the guidelines for CHF treatment is one of prerogative of adequate treatment. We evaluated if every patient affected by CHF (10 patients) was using beta blockers and diuretics. In further extended trial, we will observe change in therapy and the need for optimization of therapy, taking in consideration co-morbidities associated with CHF.

5.1 Extended Clinical Trail

As prevalence of CHF increases with age, the population over 75 years of age was considered as target group population, where secondary prevention via telecardiology would demonstrate a positive effect Primary Objectives: To evaluate impact of telemedicine on secondary prevention and reduction of clinical cardiovascular outcomes/hospitalization in senior living house setting;

Secondary Objectives: To evaluate quality of life using MlwHF (minnesota living with heart failure) and cost-effectiveness.

5.2 Definition of Patients

The patients were over 75 years old who live in a SLH and with NYHA (New York Heart Association) II and III, but not on dialysis.

We choose over 75 years of age, as the prevalence of CHF and re-hospitalization rate is higher in this population, hence this group will benefit more from secondary prevention than younger group of population.

The patients living in a SLH affected with CHF have nurse assistance; additionally, with trial, we will provide a frequent and continuous monitoring and pharmaceutical—drug titration adjustment provided by cardiologist via telemedicine.

Inclusion Criteria: Patients with heart failure diagnosis based on guidelines ESC (European Society of Cardiology); Patient over 75; Patient NYHA II - III; Patient with ischemic and valvular heart pathology; hypertensive and dilatative cardiomyopathy; E F= 35%

Exclusion Criteria: Patients below 75 years; Patient affected by psychiatric disease and dementia; Patient on dialysis; Cahexia; Non cooperative patient.

5.3 Study Design

An observational trial, have a duration of 24 months. The telemedicine monitoring will have frequency of weekly vital parameters measurement (blood pressure, oxygen saturation, weight and ECG). In a previous
pilot project, we did not observe weight measurement changes, as most of patients were very old (86 years, average) and were bedridden. Variation in body weight is an important diagnostic parameter of CHF symptomatology.

The design of trial does not include the control group. The rate of re-hospitalization in population over 75 years old, affected by CHF is established from previous large clinical trails. Results from this trial will be compared with results established by large registries for CHF (OPTIMIZE, ADHERE) [9-11].

5.4 Sample Size Calculation

The previous studies conducted using randomized clinical trial design showed a decrease in readmission of 20-40% with telemedicine [12-17].

The difference expected is at least 15% decrease of hospital readmission. For the study, 85% powered at the 5% level of significance, to detect difference we need 310 patients including 10% drop out. Cumulative probability and survival curves will be constructed using Kaplan-Meier estimates [18] and compared using the Log-Rank test [19]. The rate of hospital readmission, i.e., HR (hazard ratio) [19] and 95% CI (confidence interval) will be calculated using a Cox regression model [20]. Probability values < 0.05 will be considered significant.

5.5 Subgroups

Elderly population is affected by multi-pathology, the CHF causes reduced perfusion of other organs. Inadequate perfusion has a negative impact on an organ’s function, altering its function. We want to evaluate the effect of secondary prevention for CHF, and its secondary effect on organ functional preservation. Therefore, the next subgroup evaluation will be conducted: 1. Diabetes vs. no Diabetes; 2. Hypertension vs. no Hypertension; 3. Ischemic CM vs. no Ischemic CM; 4. B blockers vs. no B blockers; 5. Dose of loop diuretic (40 mg vs. >40 mg/day).

The co-morbidities represented in subgroups are most frequent co-morbidities, related to structural and functional organ’s modification, associated with aging process. We did not establish a number of patients that would be necessary for each group, to demonstrate significant results among the groups. If during the trial a difference between groups in regard of primary objective (re hospitalization) will be observed, further adjustment of design will be done in order to demonstrate significant results in subgroups.

The long term therapy with diuretics usually causes drug resistance, which requires an increase of drug dosage in order to obtain the same effect. We want to evaluate the effect of combined tight monitoring and secondary prevention via telemedicine on lower dosage of diuretics vs. higher dosage of diuretics consumption.

5.6 Telemedicine Equipment

A consolidated platform for telemedicine that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Summary on the participants.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pilot project in short figures</td>
<td>No. of patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Details on CHF therapy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usage of CHF therapy, represented in pilot project</td>
<td>Beta blocker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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supports multi-specialty tele-consultations is used. The technical system needs only to be configured at the moment of deployment to the user and is really easy to use. The software allows real-time and storage and forward data sending to manage different need of use and possible lacks of connectivity without data loss. It integrates different types of medical devices tailored for the nurse use. The cardiologist communication and consultation are supported with storing, reporting, real-time communication and high resolution visualization of the documents. Every kit contains medical device (blood pressure device, oxygen saturation device, weight control device, ECG -12 leads, electronic stethoscope), and a tablet with easy to use software.

5.7 Intervention

A nurse once a week, usually in the morning, would perform measurements of vital signs, and send them to cardiology department; after clicking on the button send, nurse receives the message that measurement has been sent successfully. The telemedicine kit is very easy to use; after the access to the Internet, the software application opens instantly, and displays 4 images, representing the access to separate pages of 4 vital signs measurement (saturation, blood pressure, weight, and ECG); all data measured from medical devices are acquired by the software installed on a tablet, via a Bluetooth connection. When data are transmitted from medical devices to software, they will appear in defined boxes on display, the nurses have to control if data transmitted on tablet correspond to data obtained by the medical device, afterwards the nurses have to push button send and wait until a message that confirms that data have been sent successfully appears. This procedure is repeated for each of four measurements.

Every morning, one of cardiologists at cardiology ward accesses the software application by logging with his username and password, the application will open by displaying a list of patients enrolled in the trial.

When clicking on patient name and choosing clinical data option, the patient’s page will appear, it contains all measurement sent by the user, with date of the performed measurement. The cardiologist has the opportunity to consult previous measurements and to visualize all data graphically; graph contains all changes in patient’s vital signs from the first measurement.

5.8 Quality of Life Evaluation and Cost Effectiveness Analysis

The Minnesota living with heart failure questionnaire will be used for evaluation of quality of life improvement. The Minnesota living with heart failure questionnaire is a patient self-assessment measurement, being developed to evaluate the therapeutic response to intervention for heart failure [13].

6. Results

During the project pilot, 23 patients affected by cardiovascular disease who were living in a SLH were monitored three times per week for the period of 6 months. The results showed limitation in regard to the readability of ECG and medical doctors’ culture about telemedicine. After conclusion of pilot project on the end of 2013, these issues were addressed. Then, the clinical trial protocol presented in this paper was developed.

On March 2014, we started with selection of new SLH and consultation with senior living house board managers, in order to establish their interest and their point of view regarding benefits of telemedicine service in SLH setting. The consultation process has been concluded by the recipient with positive feedback in regard to our request to conduct our project at SLH. In June 2014, we have presented telemedicine platform and telemedicine kit, with following telemedicine training to health professionals at SLHs [7].
From June 2014 to September 2014, SLH nurses and medical doctors had opportunity to test the platform and kits in order to evaluate, amount of time necessary for measurements and its process of sending to cardiology department. On September 2014, we received written response of their consent to participate at the project and to use telemedicine platform. We are at the moment enrolling the patients with CHF who are living in a SLH, as well we are enrolling new SLH located in Region Marche, Italy. Major results are not still available.

7. Conclusion

The promise of technology development allows a healthcare system to provide service in a simplified manner from a distance.

The telemedicine allows continuity of care, versus episodic encounters between patients and physician seen in usual care, and better secondary prevention. A lack of large clinical trials on telemedicine and healthcare system’s rigid attitude towards interventions with scarce evidence based results, are the reason why telemedicine is not widely used for monitoring and consulting of elderly population.

We believe that secondary prevention intervention provided through cardiology department to institution where elderly population resides may permit better healthcare services for elderly population wherever they live.
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